
SNACK ATTACK

SAMOSA CHAAT €9.95

MANCHURIAN €9.95

Triangular Pastry parcels stuffed with potatoes, served with chick peas and a mix of mint, tamarind and a yoghurt chutney.
ʻContains MK-G(Wheat)-CY-SP(LJ), Sʼ

BIRYANI

CHICKEN BIRYANI €16.95

LAMB BIRYANI €17.95

VEG BIRYANI €15.95

PRAWN BIRYANI €20.95

Basmati Rice cooked with sultanas, peppers, tomatoes and onion. The meat/veg is cooked within the rice. Served with a separate 
biryani sauce and raita. ʻContains Dairy-MK-SP(Sultana)ʼ

KEBAB ROLLS

VEGGIE €10.95

CHICKEN TIKKA €11.95

SHEEKH KEBAB €11.95

Salad with sauces wrapped in our in house nan bread and sauces with a filling of your choice from below ʻContains G( Wheat) MK- 
E-SP(LJ)-MD-CYʼ

ALOO TIKKEE CHAAT €9.95

VEGGIE PLATTEE €9.95

A crispy Indian potatoe cake/patty flavoured with spices and topped with chickpeas, yoghurt, mint and tamarind chutneys.
This scrumptious chaat recipe is a combination of spice, savoury, sweet-sour and creamy. ʻContains MK-CY-S-MD-SP(LJ)ʼ

VEG    THAALI
A North Indian Meal which will take you to the experience of true India. A veg Thali will be served with Dal Makhani, Veg Podina,
Butter Paneer, Raita, Achaar, Pickled Onion, Rice, Roti/Naan ʻContains MK-G-MD-N(CN)-CY-MD-SP(LJ)ʼ

€17.95

MEAT THAALI
If you are a meat lover this dish will satisfy your taste buds. Enjoy the tender meats of Butter Chicken, Lamb Kadhai, Bombay Aloo,
Raita, Achaar, Pickled Onion, Rice, Roti/Naan ʻContains MK-G-MD-N(CN)-CY-MD-SP(LJ)ʼ

€18.95

SET MENU



MAINS

CHICKEN OR LAMB CURRY €16.95

A Traditional curry made using a dry mixture of
spices used in the traditional recipe of a curry. Served with rice.

CHICKEN SHASHLIK €16.95

Chicken tikka, onions, peppers and mushrooms tossed in a sauce
with spices served on a hot sizzler. Served with rice or Naan
ʻContains-MK-SP(LJ) - G - CYʼ

GULAB JAMUN ʻMK-G(Wheat)ʼ €4.50

Soft, golden brown milk dumplings soaked in Sugar syrup.
A true Indian classic.

GAJAR KA HALWA ʻMK-N(CN)-SP(Sultana) €4.50

A warm, comforting dessert made from grated carrots,
slow-cooked with ghee, milk, and Nuts. A taste of home.

MANGO LASSI ʻMKʼ €3.50

A refreshing blend of ripe mangoes and creamy yogurt,
perfectly sweet and satisfying.

SWEET LASSI ʻMKʼ €3.50

A creamy and sweet yogurt-based drink, offering a cooling
contrast to the rich flavors of Indian cuisine.

SALTY LASSI ʻMKʼ €3.50

A savory yogurt drink with a hint of spices, a delightful
choice to balance the palate.

CHICKEN OR LAMB KADHAI €16.95

Punjabi style curry cooked with peppers, garlic and tomatoes
alongside the meat of your choice on the bone. Served with
Rice or Naan Contains MK-N(CN)

PRAWN PURI €13.95

Prawns, onions and peppers chopped and tossed in tomato based
tangy sauce. Served on our homemade deep fried bread(puri) with
crispy edges and so� middle. Contains-MK-SP(LJ)- G- CY - MD

VEGETARIAN ACHAARI PODINA €15.95

An exclusive dish of our chefs -Mixed veg cooked in a medium spiced
pickle and mint sauce. Served with a garlic coriander naan.
Contains SP(LJ)-MD-MK

CHOLE BHATURE €9.95

A must have dish from Northern India. Spicy Chick Pea curry
served with a homemade deep fried bread and pickled onions.
Contains-MK-SP(LJ)- G(wheat)- CY

CRISPY CHICKEN €14.95

Chicken fillet cutlets marinated in a garlic ginger paste, dipped
in an egg and corn flour batter before being deep fried.
Served with chips and a side salad
Contains E - MK - G - S - CY - SP (LJ)

AMRITSARI KULCHA €9.95

A flatbread, crispy on the outside with a melt in mouth texture
on the inside stuffed with onion, potatoe, coriander and
aromatic Indian spices Served with Chana Masala and butter
Contains-MK-SP(LJ)- G(wheat)- CY

SPICY CHICKEN WINGS €14.95

Chicken wings marinated in a spiced yogurt and lemon juice
marinade, baked in the clay oven to give a chared taste. Served with
a garlic chilli dip and chips Contains-MK-SP(LJ) -G- MD-CY

BREADS

NAAN ʻMK .̓ €4.00

GARLIC NAAN ʻMK .̓ €5.45

CORIANDER NAAN ʻMK .̓ €5.45

GARLIC & CORIANDER NAAN ʻMK .̓ €5.45

CHEESE NAAN ʻMK .̓ €5.95

CHAPATI €3.50

All rice is long grain basmati rice which is low GI

RICE

All 14 allergens are openly used throughout our kitchen. Trace amounts may be present at all stages of cooking”.
Our kitchen is not an allergen FREE ZONE

Contains
Gluten = G, Crustaceans = C, Eggs = E, Fish = F, Molluscs = M, Soybeans = S, Peanuts = P, Nuts = N, Milk = MK,
Celery = CY, Mustard = MD, Sesame Seeds = SS, Sulphites = SP, Lupin = L, Cashew Nut = CN, Lemon Juice = LJ.

Ask our staff for any special dietary requirements or allergies.

Present your student ID to avail of our 10% student discount (terms and conditions apply)

Allergen Notice

BOILED RICE €4.00

PILAU RICE €5.45

Indulge in the sweet and flavorful
delights of Indiaʼs rich dessert traditions.

INDIAN DESSERTS


